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Public Squares and Gardens |  View on the extraordinary map of Hudson's Yards is its spiral staircase, a supporting new landmark meant to be mounted. This interactive work has been imagined by Thomas Heatherwick and Heatherwick Studio as a focal point where people can enjoy new perspectives of downtown and with each other
from different heights, angles and vanity points. Including 154 interconcepted flights of stairs -- nearly 2,500 individual stages and 80 landings -- the vertical climbing offers remarkable views of the city, the river and beyond. How to get tickets: Same-Day: For free same time-specific tickets, please visit us on starting at 9:30am. Same day
tickets are available on all of the interactive kiosks in the shops and restaurants of 20 Hudson Yards and interactive kiosks on the public square and the fields. All FREE tickets are provided on a first come, first served basis.  Tickets are distributed for the next available times and allow for a one-time entry during your assigned time. Future
dates: The number of limited tickets is also available for future reservations in a 14-day window.  These tickets can only be reserved online. In response to requests by tour operators, visiting big-city and outside cities requires more flexibility in planning visits, a limited number of Flex Pass tickets will be allocated daily for future
reservations, on a first come, first serve basis, for a convenience fee of $10,000 each. With the Flex Pass tickets, visitors can book the date of their choice up to six months in advance and arrive at the moment that best suits their schedules. These tickets allow a one-time entry at any time during operating hours on a selected date. Flex
Pass tickets can only be purchased online or when you contact us at 1-332-204-8500 or [email protected].  Terms &amp; Awards Requirements | Frequently Asked Questions | Group Policy on March 15, 2019, more than 1,000 people joined into the community of destination destination Manhattan destination. A Video Player A movie to
commemorate the launch of the new landmark, featuring dancers from the Dance Foundation Alvin Ayiley. New York City experiences like never before. Take to the sky and discover iconic 360° views, a border glass floor and champagne bar 100 floor up. Choose from an amazing selection of the best New York restaurants. A new type of
public arena. Engaging and interactive, Vesel is meant to be mounted and explored with others. New York's first multi-art center is designed for commissions, products, and features all sorts of art makes, visual arts, and popular culture. The spacecraft at Hudson Yards finally opened in March 2019. The original concept for spacecraft was
revealed in 2016. 3 years later tourists, as well as locals, are now able to climb the 2,500 150-foot staircase, honey-shaped public art installation at Hudson Yards.You can also Hudson Yards New York Edge Deck Things to Do in Hudson YardsNEW: Both Sightseing Flex Pass and the Day Sightseing Day now include tickets for the
Spacecraft and the Edge! What is the spacecraft in NYC? Designed by Thomas Heatherwick is well known for its contemporary urban design, the Spacecraft at Hudson Yards is a sculpture that rises with 2,500 individual stages--- and 80 landings. The vessel is made of bronze steel and concrete and costs about $150 million. The
construction began in April 2017 and the structure was revealed for the first time in December 2017. Beautifully located right in the middle of Yards Plaza in the nearby High Line Park that will likely lead about 8 Million tourists per year to see the newest attraction in New York City. You'll get into the spacecraft in NYC with the 7 train. The
subway stop Hudson Yards is only a 5-minute walk away. Tours walk through NYCIf's Spacecraft you'd like to explore the area with a special tour guide during a walking tour having a huge trip that we highly recommend. The two-hour journey takes you to the spacecraft in NYC and close to high lines and offers a huge benefit to the
neighborhood, its architecture, and scenes of art. FIND OUT PLISIs have a elevator inside the vessel? If you're wondering if the VeSel in NYC is accessible wheels, we can make sure that it is. The structure also has ramps and elevators to make it easier for people with disabilities or other health conditions. Anyone who is able to enjoy
the experience in the spacecraft. Views from the spacecraft of the NYCPeople climbing spacecraft get to see different perspectives of the city from different heights, angles and vanity points. But don't expect too much, because the spacecraft doesn't offer stunning city views like one of the observation batteries in New York. You get to see
an VISION OF THE Hudson Yards, New Jersey and adjacent High Line.By visiting the spacecraft of Hudson Yards your main focus should be the design aspect of the sculpture and its beautiful color when the sun hits the bronze steel. Amazing photos are secured. Tickets for the Spacecraft at Hudson YardsIf you want to ride the
spacecraft to New York City, make sure to reserve your ticket in advance online. Tickets for the NYC Spacecraft are free if you book your time slot in advance. The Sightseing pass is the only new York attraction to pass to include admission to the vessel. It includes a flexible ticket, allowing you to visit the spacecraft whenever you like
without reservations! Attaching your ticket to Spacecraft is a larger-than-life art that offers a new way to engage with the largest city in the world. Rather than a location, Spacecraft is an interactive and unique experience. He's the eye-taking center center in the Hudson Yards yards. But what on earth is it?! Aquarius is a sculpture you can
walk around in. Maintained by designer, Thomas Heatherwick, Spacecraft is the normal attraction of the seasonal development that took over west Midtown in west Manhattan. Think of the vessel as a giant honey cart but instead of the war itself is made of smart staircases. The 154 staircase to be exact, made up of 2,500 individual steps
across 15 stores and 80 grounded. In all, Vessel weighs 600 tons. The idea is that people will clamber up and down those staircases that seek to reward a view never before - history in New York on every landing. The spectcle vessels are impressive. The hexagonal base of the structure is 50 feet across. That's wide of a top layer that's
150 feet across. Once completed, vessels will hold 1,000 people at a time. Imagine the size of the bee queen sitting inside that honey cart. The Team Heatherwick Studios designed the spacecraft in such a way that each layer could be built in segments. The bronze-steel and concrete pieces were manufactured in a factory in Monfalcone,
Itay. Once shipped to New York, these segments are placed together like a giant 3D jigsaw puzzle Le fill, Vessel will feature glass guards for safety and copper colored copper for aesthetic. A spacious plaza 5-acre rides and garden guests will be container enclosure. The gardens will feature penal plants, a 200-foot water source, and
airplanes of two feet new trees. To look at the best of the plaza and garden, visitors are advised, you guess it, container up! New York has no shortage of eye-affirming buildings and structures. Heatherwick knew he wanted Vesel to be different, to stand out. The best way he could think was to make the structure interactive. Instead of
laying off vessels from the top of bus tour visitors, visitors are encouraged to explore it up close. Heatherwick has also shared his intention to give visitors the spacecraft an intent. New Yorkers have a fitness thing,'' he told the NY Times. Fortunately, there will be an elevator for anyone unable to ride the vessel. How to get FREE tickets to
visit the spacecraft: It is one of the most extraordinary sculptures in the world, an intricate honey that you can ride and explore for magnificent views of the Midtown, the Hudson River and beyond. It's the spacecraft, the latest NYC Temark and santrepies of Hudson's Yards, FREE to explore. Because it's a must-see activation, tickets are
required for entry to be heard. Make sure to wear comfortable shoes, since there are 154 connecting flights of stairs – almost 2,500 individual steps and 80 landings. Or, you could wait for the only small elevator that hit you softly in the head. Make sure to bring your camera. Where to eat for the cheap of Hudson Yards.Nothing on our list
is more than $16, and some are like $3.See also free things to do in NYC100 Things to do in NYC Before you dieto ways to get FREE tickets for La could go online. Just ask the day and time you want – up to six tickets per request – and arrive any time in the time that you ask. But the online reservation system is time-consuming and
often ebulk. You can advise no tickets available, or you might say there are 300 people ahead of you waiting to make a reservation, and wait – to make a reservation – is as long as an hour while you want and the website page open. If you still want to go to that sense, here's the link – Click here for FREE tickets. But there's a faster and
better way. NYCOTC hack for a better, faster way to get FREE tickets: This post is about how to get free tickets to the spacecraft, a 150-foot height (47 m) sculpture / spiral staircase with large city views, as well as tips for planning your visit.  INTRO Conventional Parts Structure, Party Sculpture, The Spacecraft is probably the most
staircase you have ever seen. Made of concrete and copper steel, the vessel is a spiral staircase that is 150 feet tall (47 m), with 154 flights interlinked in stairs and 80 landings that you can stop by all the way. This a thousand-mile vertical climbing experience has more than 2,000 individual steps. Don't worry, you can still take the
elevator. Regardless of how you get to the top of the spacecraft, you'll enjoy a different perspective of the city and the Hudson River. TICKETS TO VESSEL THE BIG NEWS. No price for visiting the vessel. Entry is free, even if you must get a ticket. You can book your tickets in advance or try to get same-day tickets, which are limited in
quantity. We explain more below. The spacecraft is open daily from 10 am to 9 pm.  Tickets in advance Have a very limited number of free tickets that can be reserved online for up to 14 days in advance. You may request a maximum of six tickets.  When you reserve in advance, you can select a date and time to arrive.  You must enter
the container within one hour of time you require them. Once you enter, you can stay as you would like. Keep in mind that the last time entered is 8 pm as the spacecraft closes at 9 pm. If you want more than an hour in the spacecraft, try getting an earlier time slot. Flex Pass Advanced Tickets If you want to reserve tickets for a date
beyond 14 days in advance, you can reserve a Flex Pass ticket. Note that future ticket availability may be limited. Flex Pass tickets can only be reserved online or by contacting the spacecraft at (332) 204-8500 or email groups@hudsonyardsnewyork.com. Note: There is a $10.00 fee per ticket. So while your visit to the spacecraft is not
actually free, $10 is not a lot to have the kind of flexibility you want. TIP: Flex Pass Advanced Tickets are included with the purchase of New York Sightseing Pass and York Flex Pass.  If you have one of these passing tourist discounts, you won't have to pay the convenience fee. Read our post compare NYC tourist discounts than to see
which one, if any, is best for you. Same-day tickets start at 9:30 am every day, you can get a free ticket, same-day ticket. These are published on a first-come, first-served basis. Free tickets are available in one of the kiosks located at 20 Hudson Yards and also in the Public Square and Garden. (See a map of Hudson Yards here). Same-
day tickets are issued for the next available time slot. This means that there is no guarantee that you will be able to enter as soon as you arrive.  You can have a long time to wait before your time enters. Fortunately, there are a lot of things to do nearby. If you find yourself with a few hours until your entry time, consider taking a walking trip
to the area. (See below). WHERE VESSEL THE SPACECRAFT is located in the center of Hudson Yards a large complex of includes shops, residential apartment buildings, public green spaces, and commercial spaces.  Hudson Yards is on the west side of Midtown Manhattan at 10th Avenue and 33rd Street, just near the Hudson River.
Use this Google Maps link to get directions to the location you start from the container.  Or you might just let us take you here. Take a look at the tours we offer below. If you are new to the NYC subway, then you might find these useful posts: Mastering NYC Subway's Choose the Best MetroCard Walking Tours Before or After Your Visit to
the Spacecraft, consider taking one of the pay-what you want to guide tours of High Line. A tour of this surprisingly high park can easily be combined with your visit to the spacecraft. All-In-One Downtown Manhattan Tour concludes at the north end of the Secondary line which is just block away from the vessel.  Check our travel calendar
to see if our travel time works well before or after seeing the spacecraft. If you can't do it in one of our guided tours, there are other options, such as our GPS to allow audio trips to the High Line or take a tour with a different tour operator. See our post on high line tours to read reviews of companies that offer High Line Tours. If you're
considering purchasing a New York tourist pass discount, a daily trip to the High Line is included with both the Pass Explorer and Posts Related to New York On the Author's Court
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